Dear Sonny,

Having just received your Nov 20 letter, I'm amazed at the speed of mail delivery.

Several times in the past few days I have regretted sending you such a letter about the article in the Star. I fully realize you were only trying to help me with the publicity. Your efforts are appreciated if not the product. Eagle produced the article the other day at the hotel, as I predicted, and I guess showed it to his associates. You will understand my attitude I'm sure in regard to any publicity that connects me with the theatre office.

What you write concerning P. and Anderson is quite interesting. I hope the information is bad, that is untrue. But I have always suspected there was something in P.'s past that was not fully disclosed. It does seem that Anderson would be hitting below the belt too to retaliate that way.

We have concluded the Pearl Harbor phase of the case. My cross-examination received considerable publicity here and in some papers at home.
I wrote Walsh that due to these factors

(1) My unexpected long stay here
(2) My withdrawal of financial assistance
(3) Walsh's refusal of the request to anyone but Walsh
(4) Your new assignment in D.C.

that I would no longer be able to support any of the secretary's salary. I also told him that if he did not agree to my action I would immediately move my stuff into storage.

The letter was polite and comprehensive. Thus, income lent a good word to understand my situation. After all, money is money and I am not doing any work other than making a little better than I can when my offense their fees together with a new income they are paid. So don't worry about my position there, Walsh. I have a number of friends there who can help.

About the furniture to Sweden, I will send it to Ward if you have it at storage or let Ward leave it at his office. Just clear out of the place now.

I'll start again if I ever decide to practice law in D.C.

Thus I don't think it is a commodity to the big money. I am trying to meet the right kind of money. Admittedly law is the Japanese in this regard. Admittedly law is the

if it could be arranged, I would not have to advise to set up a law office in D.C.
to represent Japanese & Am. firms engaged in commerce & at the same time dig into a set-up where we could also effort & import as middle men or brokers.

That this is not a pipe dream may be indicated by this: A highly wealthy Japanese lady, Johara, Tomiko, who is a widow to a former metallurgical man (killed in Nagasaki hydrogen bomb) has become quite interested (I'm really being modest here) in me. She has had me at her house several times for fine dinners. She has given me many nice presents. She has started a company to manufacture lace & similar goods most produced in U.S. She wants my help. This is typical of what can be done.

The Tokyo lace lady has invited me to be a member. Unprecedented in history. If I come a member, unprecedented in history. If I learn enough Japanese to talk fluently, can learn enough Japanese to talk fluently. I could practice now here & at home. I could practice now here & at home. What could be better? But, oh, Lord, the language! It takes years to really learn it. It takes years to really learn it. I can't carry on very simple conversations yet.

They say my pronunciation is extraordinary, but this is due to constant association with them. Time is against me, for I have so much work to do; but I consider learning the language equally important as the trial.

Well, enough is plenty. Will write again soon.

John.